York Assessment of Reading
for Comprehension (YARC)
Assessment Overview

This booklet provides a comprehensive
overview of the new suite of assessments
provided by the York Assessment of
Reading for Comprehension.
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The York Assessment of Reading for Comprehension (YARC) enables
teachers to assess the reading and comprehension skills of children
aged 4 to 11. It is ideal for following up at an individual level after group
testing and provides a wide range of invaluable information.
YARC consists of two suites of assessments – Early Reading
(for pupils aged 4 to 6) and Passage Reading (for pupils aged 5 to 11).

YARC Early Reading
For less skilled readers, YARC Early Reading assesses the
alphabetic knowledge that underlies reading, namely:
• Letter sound knowledge
• Early Word Recognition
• Phoneme awareness (sound isolation and sound deletion).

i) Letter Sound Knowledge
CORE TEST
Providing an overview of alphabetic knowledge, the core test
includes 11 letters and 6 digraphs - chosen to range from easy
to gradually more difficult items.

s, m, p, t, i, n, a, f, h, d, j
ee, sh, ch, th, oo ay
EXTENDED TEST
The extended test can be administered for a more comprehensive
assessment of the pupil’s knowledge of letter sounds. It uses all
26 letters of the alphabet letters plus the above 6 digraphs.
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ii) Early Word Recognition
This test is a single word reading test comprising 30 words graded in difficulty.
Half of the words are ‘decodable’ and have a regular correspondence between
graphemes and phonemes e.g. cat, went, dragon.
Half of the words are phonemically irregular or ‘tricky’ words, such as:

			 you, said, fire

These are denoted by a grey background on the Pupil Record Form.

				

Examples

				

cat			

in

				

up			

and

				

off			

went
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iii) Phoneme Awareness (Sound Isolation and Sound Deletion)
SOUND ISOLATION
This test contains teaching items – denoted by the mortar board on the Pupil Record Form.
The pupil hears a series of nonsense words and is required to identify either the first or final sound.

Initial Phonemes

Teaching item A

										 ‘Rub, can you say rub?’
										 ‘Now tell me the first sound it makes.’

Teaching item B

										 ‘Now let’s try the pretend word san. Say ‘san’.’
										 ‘What is the first sound of ‘san’?’

Final Phonemes
Now we are going to try something different. This time I will say a word and I want you to tell
me the sound it makes at the end.

Teaching item D

										 ‘Duck, can you say duck?’
										 ‘Now what is the last sound of duck?’

The teacher should give full feedback on the teaching test items.
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Sound Isolation Record Form - Sample
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Sound Deletion
This test contains teaching items – denoted by the mortar board – and is administered using the
Pupil Record Form.
The pupil hears a word (as well as seeing a picture of the word) and is asked to repeat the word,
but to ‘take away a sound’ from it.

Teaching Item C

Show the picture of a sheep

											 														 Can you say sheep?

											 														 Say it again without the ‘p’

Question 3 									

											 														 Say boat

											 														 Say it again without the ‘t’
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Sound Deletion Record Form - Sample
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YARC Passage Reading (5 – 11 years)
Administered individually by teachers and SENCos, the assessment takes about 10 to 15 minutes
to complete and is used to:
•

Assess and monitor pupil progress

•

Identify reading problems

•

Assess eligibility for access arrangements

•

Provide diagnostic information

It comprises two parallel tests of graded passages (A and B) for reading aloud, each of which is
accompanied by a set of 8 comprehension questions to test literal and inferential comprehension
skills. Covering the age range 5:00 to 11:11, it provides:
•

Standard Scores

•

Percentile Ranks

•

Reading Ages (accuracy, rate & comprehension)

It has been developed to assess the accuracy, rate and comprehension of oral reading skills in
primary school children.
It also provides a test of prose reading and comprehension, and assesses specifically three of the
many sub-skills used in reading:
•

Decoding (reading accuracy)

•

Fluency (reading rate)

•

Text Comprehension (literal and inferential meaning).

Passage Reading – points to note
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•

Pupils should complete two passages for reliability

•

Single Word Reading Test may be used to determine passage entry level

•

Beginner’s level is a shared reading passage, with half the comprehension question being based
upon the pupil’s text and the other half upon the teacher’s text

•

Includes individual tests from Reception to Year 6

•

Levels 1 – 6 are timed

•

Two parallel sets of graded passages for reading aloud – one fiction text and one non-fiction text

•

Features 8 comprehension questions per passage to test literal and inferential skills

•

Identifies specific reading problems and provides miscue analysis

•

Pupil record may be used as a running record of progress

•

Pictures do not relate to or support the text, but rather should be used for discussion with pupils
to put them at their ease – particularly if the test is being administered by a unfamiliar adult

Access Arrangements
YARC can be used for KS2 access arrangements. It provides two key measures for this purpose:
•

Reading Accuracy

•

Reading Rate

Scoring
Teachers calculate the raw score and can then use the appropriate tables to obtain a variety
of information:
i)

convert the raw score to an ability score

ii)

convert the ability score to standard score

iii) convert the ability score to age-equivalent score
iv) convert the standard score to percentile rank.
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Passage Reading Record Sheet - Sample
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Comprehension Questions – Passage A Level 3

P
M

E
L

A
S

Classification of comprehension questions:
Literal information – Question 1
Knowledge based inference – Questions 2, 3, 4 & 6
Cohesive device – Question 5
Vocabulary dependent – Question 7
Elaborative inference – Question
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Comprehension Questions – Passage A Level 4

P
M

E
L

A
S

Classification of comprehension questions:
Literal information – Questions 4, 5 & 7
Knowledge based inference – Questions 1, 3 & &
Cohesive device – Questions 2 & 6
Vocabulary dependent – Question 8
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Assessing Pupil Progress Coverage:

E
L

P
M

A
S
Guidance and intervention
•

Implications for teaching and next steps are covered in
Chapter 5 of the Test Manual.

•

Using YARC Passage Reading with special populations
(including a series of useful case studies) is covered in
Chapter 6.
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